Powerproject Enterprise
A proven application for collaborative working across projects
Specifically designed for planners
Powerproject was specifically developed for the construction industry and has evolved over the years with ongoing input from
our customers to keep in tune with the way that planners work. The Enterprise solution allows a number of people to access and
update a central repository of project data so that you can:

Optimise efficiency by centrally managing all
your projects
Empower collaboration by enabling the
whole project team to access and work on
the same project plan at the same time

Enhance productivity and utilisation by
allocating and tracking resources across
multiple projects

See the impact in the 3D view as you update
the Gantt chart

Improve access to vital information
for clients and senior management via
automated reports and dashboard views
based on accurate, up-to-date data

Control project costs, income and cash flow
across your portfolio

Capture resource effort against tasks using
timesheets

Powerproject Enterprise is ideal for teams working within a single project or for empowering visibility across multiple projects, as
all updates are synchronised in real-time. It has been used to successfully deliver a wide range projects from 2 planners sharing
data on a site through to large scale construction.

Enhanced collaboration throughout the
BIM process
Powerproject Enterprise can integrate 3D models
into the planning process, to create a 4D schedule.
Delivering relevant information to all involved in the
BIM process is a key tenet, supported through the
use of the Enterprise suite.

“

We needed the
Enterprise version because, unlike
in a typical single project, we may have
200 different critical paths which don’t
interact at all, yet we need to monitor and
track resources and cash-flow within
the whole contract.

”

Graham Roebuck, Chief Planner within Skanska’s
Infrastructure Services Division
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Powerproject Enterprise
Expert support
Our experienced Professional Services team ensure that each Powerproject Enterprise implementation is focused on your
requirements – so that the processes, views and templates within the software actively support your workflow.

“

Our Elecosoft
consultant had to absorb a lot
of information to understand the
management’s aims, and what the
templates required would
look like.

”

Cullum Detuners Ltd

Standardise processes aligned to your business
model:
We can discuss how you run your projects and help you create
frameworks within the software specifically modelled on how
you work. For example with one customer we explored how
Powerproject could be used to set and maintain planning quality
standards and provided suitable templates that were not too
complicated or prescriptive.

Implementation
We can advise on the best approach and support your transition to an
Enterprise solution. Our consultants have helped many organisations
introduce Enterprise to centralise their projects to give better visibility
across multiple projects. As part of this process, we can help to
streamline your project creation process, allowing quicker creation of
new projects with uniform codes and resources.

Training
We provide a wide range of training courses on how to use our software,
but also recognise that sometimes you may have specific requirements
that need individual attention. Therefore, tailored training options ensure
that the material delivered reinforces the key techniques important to
your organisation, and does not waste time on generic examples.

Data reporting and integration
Powerproject Enterprise enables you update plans, share data and provide
quality reports.
Quick and easy progress reporting from site, by linking with Site Progress
Mobile, a downloadable app enabling mobile users to record the progress
of tasks and repetitive events from a remote location against their work
as scheduled in an Powerproject project plan
With data held in the central database, information can be made available
to other systems via our application programming interface. Likewise,
data from other business applications can be integrated in
A flexible Business Intelligence system allows you to generate highquality dashboard reports of complex or multiple projects
Ideal for providing management and clients with accurate, up-to-date information

More information
For information on licensing terms and a quote to suit your needs,
please call us on +44 (0)1844 261700 or email info@elecosoft.com.
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